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what is the power of truth ?

it is invisible…no taste…no touch…no sound…no smell…

it is present everywhere…

it knows all…

look at the qualities of truth…

something is present everywhere and yet it is invisible

how are we seeing objects ?

all we need is light

light falls onto some something and you will see the object

just remove the lights…remove the sun…remove the moon…

remove all sources of light…

and you will see no objects anymore

how will the object appear

when there is no light to show you the object ?

leaving things in the absolute void of darkness…

that which is material will start to disintegrate

it will start falling apart because light is needed to create its reality

light is matter…a certain vibration of matter that creates light

light touching any object shows you the object

shows you that within the object is hidden the subjectivity

something invisible in the visible

it is present everywhere but it is invisible

nothing can destroy it…nothing can create it…

if you can create something…

certainly you can destroy it

and the creator needs to be there to create it in the first place

who made the creator ?

something has been present in the existence before

and was always there before

if you see creation to be material

then you have not understood the source of creation

if nothing happens it does not matter 

you enjoy a moment of madness

but at least you did it !

you had the courage…

you leaped into the flame

burn and see if you are consumed or you are still present

at least you will pass through the fire

something is bound to transmutate within you

you can never be the same

never !!

questioner     you said you could not be the same person after sannyas 

in any way ? the person would not be the same without sannyas ?

impossible ?

it never happened !

you have to jump and do not make logic out of it…why it happened

you know the body…you know the mind… 

but you do not know death

if you know death you do not need sannyas

just knowing that death does not exist you know your eternity

then you are sannyas itself…

the deathless in you…that which will remain is sannyas

if you know death 

you will laugh…there is no death

knowing that you are deathless

knowing that nothing can kill you

it is the truth

let us look at the truth…

omnipotent…omnipresent…omniscient

all powerful !

it is so powerful
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